Cushman offers new aerator

LINCOLN, Neb. — Golf course superintendents and other turf managers now can deep aerify greens and larger turf areas with the new Ryan Deep Greens Aerator 30-06.

The 30-06 is a riding aerator that can aerate up to 19,920 square feet per hour, depending on hole spacing. Averaging depth is adjusted by the operator, from the seat, in 1/2-inch increments from 4 to 6 inches.

Aerating pattern can be adjusted on-the-go, from 1 inch to 3.75 inches (38.4 holes per sq. ft.) up to 5 inches (3.75 inches, 7.7 holes per sq. ft.). Averaging width per swath is 30 inches.

Five choices include 1/2-inch and 3/4-inch open side tines, 7/8-inch closed tubular tines and 1/2-inch solid tines.

The operator raises and lowers the aerating mechanism by means of a foot-controlled hydraulic cylinder.

For more information contact Cushman Inc., P.O. Box 82409, Lincoln, Neb. 68501 or call 800-228-4444.

Kubota markets front-end mower

COMPTON, Calif. — Kubota Tractor Corp. has introduced the FZ2100 front mower, featuring a combination of zero diameter turn and auto-assist differential (AAD) 4-wheel drive.

Designed for precision and maneuverability, it is ideal for commercial and golf course grounds maintenance.

Equipped with a 24-horsepower, liquid-cooled diesel engine and hydrostatic transmission, the FZ2100 is able to work at peak efficiency over all types of mowing terrain.

When activated, the zero-diameter turn system immediately cuts power to the front wheels, while simultaneously providing power to the rear wheels. Front wheels rotate freely and never remain locked in one place during turn, minimizing turf damage.

The FZ2100 eliminates the need for trimming jobs usually accomplished with a walk-behind mower.

Contact Kubota Tractor Corp., 550 West Artesia Blvd, Compton, Calif. 90220.

Landstrand helps prevent erosion

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. — Landstrand, a product to enable highway departments, landscape contractors, developers and others to protect against soil erosion, has been unveiled by Synthetic Industries Inc.

Landstrand is easily applied as a continuous, downward moving system to anchor newly seeded areas while providing a mulching effect to hasten early seed germination. It is tack coated with an overpray of emulsified asphalt or soil stabilizers to further reduce potential overland flow erosion.

Manufactured of fibrillated polypropylene, Landstrand needs no mask, gloves or skin protection to handle and apply.

Contact Synthetic Industries, Inc., Construction Products Division, 4019 Industry Drive, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37416 or call 615-425-6800.

Trencher fulfills many functions

PERRY, Okla. — Ditch Witch has introduced the Model 5110, a 50-hp class, multi-purpose underground construction machine for trenching, vibratory plow and related work.

The 5110's components are powered by an advanced mechanical drive system. An enclosed gear box protects drive components and virtually eliminates periodic adjustments.

Interchangeable modules include specialized retrenching components, vibratory plow, combination offset trencher and vibratory plow, and utility.

Contact Ditch Witch, The Charles Machine Works, Inc., P.O. Box 66, Perry, Okla. 73077 or call 405-336-4402.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE'

Now... There's an AquaGro® Formulation That Fits Your Needs ... and Budget.

We've added convenience, economy, our money-back performance guarantee* and flexibility to the list of AquaGro® features. The world's most popular soil wetting agent is now injectable, syringeable, spreadable and sprvable.

Whether it's too wet, or too dry, pat AquaGro to work for you.

Aquatrols Has A Solid Advantage

Aquatrols has a solid pellet. Instead of syringing with plain water pop in an Advantage Pellet and apply a supplemental shot of AquaGro.

AquaGro Advantage pellets are economical... each pellet treats up to an acre and costs about $7.00. And Advantage offers more than twice the active ingredient of other wetting agent pellets. You can't beat the AquaGro Advantage System for ease-of-use and turf safety in any weather.

For more information about the AquaGro formula that fits your needs... and budget, call 1-800-237-7797.

*Guaranteed performance... you will be satisfied with the performance of any AquaGro formulation, when used as directed, or your money back. Worth each point of purchase and a brief reason for dissatisfaction to Aquatrols.